Broward County
Phase 1 Openings

RESTAURANTS AND FOOD ESTABLISHMENTS
- Maximum 50% indoor seating capacity
- Combined indoor and outdoor seating cannot exceed 100% of total occupancy of the establishment
- Parties should not exceed 10 people
- Single use menus, disposable food service items, and touchless payment options whenever possible.
- Arrange tables to maintain six-foot distancing requirements
- Restrict the number of employees in shared spaces
- Buffets and salad bars to remain closed

PUBLIC COMMUNITY POOLS AND PRIVATE CLUB POOLS
- Maximum 50% occupancy capacity
- Maintain social distancing requirements
- Designate workers to supervise users to ensure compliance
- Sanitize equipment frequently or remove all equipment
- Prohibit the use of hot tubs, saunas, and indoor showers

COUNTY PARKS, POOLS, AND BOAT RAMPS
- While many County parks are open for passive use only, a number of County parks remain closed due to limited space for social distancing. In addition, various park amenities are still closed. Go to: Broward.org/Parks before you head out to your favorite park.
- Maintain social distancing and hygiene guidelines
- Comply with activity-specific guidelines for parks and marine activities

PERSONAL SERVICES
- Services provided by appointment only
- Books, magazines, and any other shared material shall be removed
- Allow 15 minutes between appointments to disinfect and sanitize areas
- Arrange workstations to maintain six-foot distancing requirements
- Encourage customers to wait for appointments outside

MOVIE THEATRES
- Existing outdoor drive-in movie theaters only
- Autos spaced at least 6 feet apart
- Persons to remain in vehicles unless to use restrooms
- Food service closed

RETAIL ESTABLISHMENTS
- Maximum 50% indoor occupancy capacity
- Maintain social distancing requirements
- Establish one-way aisles and traffic patterns
- Prohibit or limit use of changing rooms and ensure proper sanitation
- Prohibit the use of reusable bags
- No self-service products like testes

COMMUNITY ROOMS, FITNESS CENTERS, AND GYMS IN HOUSING DEVELOPMENTS (EXCLUDING STAND ALONE COMMERCIAL FACILITIES)
- Maximum 50% occupancy by residents only
- Arrange exercise machines and equipment to maintain six-foot distancing requirements
- Housing developments to provide disinfecting wipes and resident required to wipe down each machine after each use
- Hot tubs, saunas, steam rooms, and shower facilities remain closed

ALL OPEN ESTABLISHMENTS
- Essential businesses may continue to operate
- Teleworking is encouraged
- Maintain social distancing
- Comply with CDC health and safety guidelines

MUSEUMS
- Maximum 25% capacity
- Encourage advance mobile ticketing and touchless payment
- Prohibit use of interactive functions or exhibits
- Comply with social distancing requirements
- On-site food establishments must operate under restaurant guidelines
- Retail/Gift Shops at 50% capacity and operate under retail guidelines
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